Stability of linear time-invariant systems
-causal systems Negative feedback 2 A system that maintains the angular position of a telescope using feedback 
Wide sense Hurwitz on the imaginary axis
All coefficients of a strictly Hurwitz polynomial are strictly positive. All coefficients of a wide sense Hurwitz polynomial are positive.
These conditions are not sufficient. Linear negative feedback systems
Closed loop system is strictly stable : -its poles are in the closed left half plane (analog system) -its poles are inside the unit disc (digital system) • Open loop:
• Open loop transfer function
The Inverse System Known: direct system P(s); Required: inverse system 1/ P(s).
-linear feedback system with: H(s)=K (frequency independent gain) and G(s)=P(s).
Closed loop transfer function:
Applications and consequences of negative feedback ( ) 
Tracking systems • Automatic pilot: input is the desired route. The output is the actual route of the plane. •Audio signal (voice) perturbed by an undesired signal from the speaker at the input of the microphone.
•A feedback loop is produced.
•Signals in phase ⇒ amplification of the signal from the speaker.
•K 1 -gain,
•K 2 -attenuation due to sound propagation,
•T -duration of the propagation between speaker and microphone 24 If the distance speaker-microphone increases ⇒attenuation increases ⇒ K 2 decreases ⇒ the system can become stable.
( ) ( ) 
The poles are given by For the closed loop system, the poles depend on K: 
Discrete-time systems
Closed loop system is stable if all the zeros of : R(z)=1/K + G(z)H(z)=0, are inside the unit circle.
Any zero (pole) of R(z) located outside the unit circle is a zero (pole) of located inside the unit circle. 
